Masters of Arts (Philosophy)

Entry Requirements
Bachelors Degree in Philosophy of at least Second Class Honours (Upper Division) from a recognized university or Those with Second Class (Lower Division) may be considered on condition that they have Grade “C” and above in units relevant to their areas of specialization.

Level 800
Aph 800: Philosophy OF Logic
Aph 801: Great Thinkers IN THE History OF Philosophy
Aph 802: Metaphilosophy
Aph 803: Ontology
Aph 804: Cosmology
Aph 805: Ethics
Aph 806: Contemporary Philosophy
Aph 807: Philosophy IN Africa
Aph 808: Axiology
Aph 809: History AND Philosophy OF Science
Aph 810: Applied Ethics
Aph 811: Social AND Political Philosophy
Aph 812: Philosophical Anthropology
Aph 813: Philosophy OF Religion
Aph 814: Epistemology
Aph 815: Independent Study